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Making Tax Digital for VAT (MTDfV)
All you need to know

Digital records
• Functional compatible software
• Designatory: name / address, VRN
• AP/AR: time, value, rate
• Preserve records for 6 years
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Digital links
• Spreadsheets must meet rules
• No cut and paste, rekeying, etc.
• ‘VAT Account’ – audit trail / digital journey
• Adjustments can be calculated offline

Digital submission
• Submit 9 boxes via API
• Corrections as per current
• Receive comms back from HMRC
• Supplementary/voluntary info updates to follow

3 steps to going digital – the digital journey

Scope of MTDfV

• No real scope or frequency increase
• Same exclusions apply
• Special schemes as per today
• Points-based penalty scheme will come into force in 2020

Timelines

• Final MTDfV Notice released (Summer 2018)
• Pilot scheme ramp-up (Autumn 2018)
• Go live for VAT (April 2019)
• Soft landing period (to April 2020)

Perform MTD impact assessment
• Detail of VAT return, include:
1. People / organisational
2. Systems, data, interfaces
3. Process, including adjustments
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Decide on method
• Software – API, interim or full
• Service / outsource
• Data analytics
• Combination of above methods

3 steps to readiness

Decide on approach
1. Minimal compliance via API
2. Add extra components / analytics
3. Full transformation of process
• Look at long-term horizon!
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The finalised VAT Notice was issued on Friday 13 July 2018 – this is the final key update on MTDfV from 
HMRC. Further guidance will be issued from HMRC on items such as additional information and voluntary 
updates, but the main part of the legislation and the guidance has now been completed.

An initial list of approved software vendors for MTDfV has now been published on HMRC’s website.  
This information will be updated frequently as more software vendors become approved.  Pilot schemes 
will continue to ramp up during 2018 – contact HMRC for further information on getting involved in the 
MTDfV pilot scheme.
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Making Tax Digital for VAT (MTDfV)
What is a ‘digital link’?

“A digital link is one where a transfer or exchange of data is made, or can be made, electronically between software 
programs, products or applications.  That is without the involvement or need for manual intervention such as copying 
over information by hand or the manual transposition of data between two or more pieces of software.”

Once data has been entered into functional compatible software, any further transfer, recapture or modification of 
that data must be done with digital links.  The digital journey is formed by linking individual software together.

Two types of digital link:

1. Mandatory digital link: the API submission to HMRC via ‘bridging software’ must be in place for VAT periods after 

April 2019.

2. Digital link: there will be an additional 12 months in order to ensure all other digital links are in place – this is the 

‘soft landing period’.  Fines and penalties to apply for non-compliance after April 2020.

• API transfer

• Linked cells and macros in spreadsheets

• Emailing of spreadsheets with digital records, e.g. to 

an agent

• Interfaces, middleware and automated data transfer

• XML, CSV import and export

• Download and upload of files

• Running reports and downloading information

• Transferring information on portable devices and 

physically giving this to an agent for example

• Manual adjustments into the VAT return – totals 

required only when the financial system has closed, 

e.g. accrued input VAT

• Standard templates to collect information from entities

• Transferring data between different parts of an 

accounting system by hand – no materiality threshold 

for this

• Cutting and pasting of information between functional 

compatible software

• Re-keying large amounts of information

• Stand-alone spreadsheets

• Stand-alone API software

• VAT return adjustments not reflected back in the 

system of record

• Re-keying of data supplied in email or word 

documents

• Generally, all other ways of transferring data that are 

not covered in the Acceptable links box opposite

Acceptable links * Unacceptable links *

* The boxes above represent our view of what is acceptable/unacceptable when looking at digital links.  If there is uncertainty around digital 
links, businesses should check with HMRC. 
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This presentation has been written in general terms and we recommend that you obtain professional advice before 
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